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partnership, innovation and flexibility – these are the 
words that connect us and dictate our day-to-day work. 
We are a great partner, working behind the scenes, for 
architects and trade. Together, we develop innovative 
solutions to meet specialist requirements.

Hasenkopf’s clients can continue to count on the renow-
ned and broad range of products in the future, as well 
as on the flexibility and customer focus when it comes to 
the implementation of our joint projects. From individual 
orders to entire projects and series production – we put 
all of our energy into each and every challenge. 

We look forward to presenting some of the results of 
collaborations with you, our clients and partners, on the 
following pages.

We hope that you find this information both enjoyable 
and inspiring.

Yours
Patrick Löchelt & Tobias Mehlsam, Managing Directors

DEAR PARTNERS
AND FRIENDS, 
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EACH DAY, 24,000 TRAINS TRANSPORT AROUND 7.3 MILLION PEOP-
LE AROUND GERMANY. THE NEW DB INFORMATION 4.0 WITH ITS 
SERVICE COUNTERS AND SELF-SERVICE TERMINALS IS THE CENTRAL 
CONTACT POINT FOR PEOPLE TRAVELLING WITH DEUTSCHE BAHN.

Whether Frankfurt, Berlin or Leipzig – the new information counters and self-service 
terminals can already be found in many German train stations. Soon travellers will be able 
to benefit from Deutsche Bahn’s modern service concept at 82 train stations. The architects 
from Kitzig Design Studios have described the futuristic, dynamic design as follows: »The 
design of the DB Information 4.0 is ideally suited to providing flexible customer support. 
Different counter heights allow staff to provide information when sitting or standing. Func-
tional luggage lockers and storage have been innovatively incorporated into the design to suit 
the individual needs of travellers«. The oval, indirectly lit service counters are fully covered 
with the solid surface material Corian in the colour Pearl Gray. The material impresses 
thanks to its durability, which is a basic pre-requisite in public spaces. Since 2017, furniture 
from the joiners Bernhard + Hermann Schröer GmbH has been installed and manufactured 
in collaboration with Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur. »There was only one material in our 
minds for the complex, seamless design.«

PROJECT 
COUNTER – DEUTSCHE BAHN  
INFORMATION 4.0

Project location 
82 train stations across Germany

Client 
DB Station&Service AG, Berlin

Executing company
Bernhard + Hermann Schröer GmbH,  
Ahlen-Dolberg

Interior designer
Kitzig Design Studios GmbH & Co. KG, Lippstadt

Materials used 
Corian in Pearl Gray

—
FLUSH-FITTED  
TOUCH SCREENS
provide visitors with timetables 
and pricing information.

COUNTER – DEUTSCHE BAHN INFORMATION 4.0
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confirms Bernhard Schröer, »and only one supplier«. From individual pieces to series production, as an indus-
trial manufacturer, Hasenkopf is the perfect, flexible partner for projects of all sizes. Following a test phase with 
the first prototypes by Deutsche Bahn that lasted several months, the designs were rolled out across Germany. 
Hasenkopf produces and delivers the Corian furniture »on demand« for each train station. From the cladding 
to shutter curtains – all of the Corian elements are thermally formed in one complex process. In order to be 
able to serve all customers at eye-level, the counter is lowered in one section to make it wheelchair-accessible. 
The counters include a range of base cabinets and tall cupboards, for items such as coats and equipment. The 
Hasenkopf team manufactures the built-in cabinets, including all fittings, drawers and shelves, out of light grey 
decorative chipboard to match the Pearl Gray exterior of the Corian material. Schröer mounts all of the pieces 
of furniture on a steel substructure by the joinery and installs the associated lighting, ventilation systems and 
IT equipment. In order to enable travellers to access timetable information around-the-clock, additional self-
service terminals have also been installed on some platforms. These feature a touch screen and printer. Corian 
is also used for the thermally formed outer shells here, so that they fit in with the overall design concept.

—
BARRIER-FREE 

The counters are accessible 
for wheelchair users.

COUNTER – DEUTSCHE BAHN INFORMATION 4.0
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—
THE SELF-SERVICE TERMINALS
MADE OF CORIAN
can be found on 
the train platforms.

—
AS IS FROM A SINGLE MOULD 

individual Corian elements are 
glued together on location to 

create a seamless counter.
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Our partners

The name Schröer has stood for traditional joinery and 
contemporary design since 1810. The family joinery and 
carpentry business was founded over 200 years ago at the 
current headquarters in Ahlen-Dolberg. Nowadays, the 
company is managed by brothers Bernhard and Hermann 
Schröer and is active across Europe in the fields of interiors 
and shopfittings. Schröer provides a comprehensive range of 
services for hotels, restaurants, offices and shops – from plan-
ning to furniture production to assembly. Furthermore, the 
team of 20 also offers services ranging from interior design 
to general contracting. The joinery predominantly sources 
counter claddings made of Corian and Hi-Macs from Hasen-
kopf. The high levels of quality and short delivery times for 
unique pieces as well as series production are a crucial aspect 
of the collaboration.

www.tischlerei-schroeer.de

PROFILE 
BERNHARD + HERMANN SCHRÖER GMBH

— 
Bernhard Schröer,

Managing Director

COUNTER – DEUTSCHE BAHN INFORMATION 4.0
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Kitzig Design Studios GmbH & Co. KG is an international 
creative company with over 60 employees, spread across 
four offices in Lippstadt, Bochum, Munich and Düsseldorf. 
The teams at Kitzig Interior Design GmbH, Kitzig Identities 
GmbH and Kitzig Details GmbH work on both individual and 
interdisciplinary projects and thus form a bridge between 
architecture, branding and decorating. Clients include multi-
national companies like Lufthansa, Hilton, Hyatt, AccorHotels 
and Mövenpick. Kitzig Design Studios developed the design 
concept for the new »DB Information 4.0« counter and termi-
nals on behalf of Deutsche Bahn. Since 2017, this concept 
has been implemented at 82 train stations across Germany in 
collaboration with Bernhard + Hermann Schröer GmbH and 
Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur.

www.kitzig.com

PROFILE 
KITZIG DESIGN STUDIOS GMBH & CO. KG

— 
Olaf Kitzig, 

Managing Director

COUNTER – DEUTSCHE BAHN INFORMATION 4.0
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SEAMLESS & 
LONG-LASTING 
—
 PHOTOS
 © Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur
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DATA  
BATHROOM PRODUCTS

Washbasins
FMW-100-37 in Miraklon Edelweiss 
Size: 1000 x 370 x 120 mm

Washstand tops
Corian in Glacier White seamlessly joined to the sink

Bathtubs
BWP-180-70 in Miraklon Edelweiss 
Size: 1800 x 700 x 442 mm 
Capacity: 345 Litres

Bathtub cladding
Corian in Glacier White, seamless, made-to-measure 
incl. steps

Shower trays
DW-MA-100-160 in Miraklon Edelweiss 
Size: 1000 x 1600 mm

Shower panels
Corian in Glacier White, seamless, made-to-measure 
incl. alcoves with LED lighting

Wall structures
acrylic-based solid surface material 
with Frescata structure FA-G204

BATHROOM PRODUCTS FROM HASENKOPF 
SEAMLESS & LONG-LASTING

The bathroom collection from Hasenkopf Industrie 
Manufaktur encompasses over 100 different wash-
basins made from the acrylic-based solid surface 
materials Miraklon, Corian and Hi-Macs. Hasenkopf 
transforms these materials into flush-fitting and seam-
less washstand tops, which can be enhanced with 
all manner of upstands, rear panels and cut-outs. 
There is no standard design here – all dimensions are 
possible. As such, it is possible to accommodate all 
customer requirements and local conditions. With 14 
design lines – from rounded to tapered to minimalist 
– the washbasin collection provides the ideal foun-
dation for planning by architects, joiners and fitters.

Hasenkopf customers can also choose between over 
30 standard shower trays to complement the wash-
basin designs. Furthermore, custom-made products 
are available in all sizes and colours. Grooves 
create a seamless transition between the shower 
tray and the rear wall to make cleaning easier. 

Maximum design freedom is guaranteed for bath-
tubs too. New bathtubs can be enhanced with 
cladding, practical storage and convenient steps. 
Thanks to the outstanding material properties, solid 
surface material bathroom products are extremely 
durable and can be enhanced even after many 
years of intense use by simply polishing them down.
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—
MIRAKLON SINKS 
Type FMW-100-37 
with concealed outlet

BATHROOM PRODUCTS FROM HASENKOPF
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—
SEAMLESSLY COMBINED
Miraklon shower tray 
with Corian rear panel

BATHROOM PRODUCTS FROM HASENKOPF





TOWN VILLA 
WITH A SPA OASIS
—
PHOTOS
© found' GmbH
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THE ROMANS THEMSELVES KNEW TO TREASURE THE BENEFICIAL 
EFFECTS OF A STEAM BATH. JUST LIKE NOW, THEY WERE USED TO 
REJUVENATE THE MIND AND SPIRIT AND TO IMPROVE HEALTH. 
REASON ENOUGH TO BUILD A SPA OASIS IN YOUR OWN HOME, AS 
IS THE CASE IN ONE HOUSE IN SALZBURG.

»The project began when the client showed us the plans for a renovation and extension 
of the existing property«, explains Thomas Brunauer, managing director of found'. »We 
believed that the original substance of the town villa and the charm of the old rooms should 
be retained.« Three months of intensive planning work was followed by one year of renova-
tion work. In addition to equipping the house’s own spa area with a steam room and sauna, 
this involved fitting the bathrooms with made-to-measure washstands, showers and bath-
tubs. During the early construction phase, found’ discovered detailed solutions through 
its collaboration with Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur. found’ appreciates great technical 
expertise and the reliability that the solid surface material processing company has in the 
field of custom-made products for bathrooms and spas. Solid surface materials are ideal for 
the bench in the steam room – they are the only materials that can be used to achieve the 
seamless curved surfaces. The easy-clean and hygienic surface is another benefit. Thanks to 
the translucency of the Corian colour Glacier Ice, the bench can be backlit using different-
coloured LEDs to create the look of a private spa oasis. The order placed with Hasenkopf also 
included five washstands with seamlessly integrated Corian basins, as well as two made-to-
measure showers complete with rear panels and a bath tub.

PROJECT 
SPA OASIS – SALZBURG VILLA

Project location 
Salzburg, Austria 

Client 
private

Executing company
found' GmbH, Salzburg

Materials used 
Corian in Glacier White und Glacier Ice

—
RAIN SHOWER
with backlit, 
seamless Corian bench

SPA OASIS – SALZBURG VILLA
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— 
Thomas Brunauer,

Managing Director

The company slogan »unique rooms« suggests something 
extraordinary. The company found’, which is based in Salz-
burg, has been engaged in the planning and construction 
of unique interior design solutions for the public and private 
sector since 2009. »In our work, the building materials blend 
into the furniture. In other words, interior design is far more 
than just putting finished items of furniture into finished 
rooms«, explains founder and managing director Thomas 
Brunauer. The five-person team works closely with architects, 
property developers and specialist suppliers like Hasenkopf, 
both before and during the building phase, to find the best 
solutions to meet their clients’ requirements. The clients are 
predominantly private individuals and companies from Austria 
and Bavaria who share found’s philosophy. In addition, the 
company also works on renovations, refurbishments, interior 
design and decorating.

www.found.co.at

PROFILE 
FOUND' GMBH

SPA OASIS – SALZBURG VILLA
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BATHROOMS – WOOD 
MEETS SOLID SURFACE
—
PHOTOS
© Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur

BATHROOMS – WOOD & SOLID SURFACE

DATA 
BATHROOM PRODUCTS

Built-in bathtub (top left)
BWT-185-75 in Miraklon Modern White  
with cladding in Corian Designer White 
Size: 1850 x 750 x 445 mm 
Capacity: 287 Litres

Freestanding bathtub (right)
BWT-170-70 in Miraklon Modern White 
with cladding in Corian Designer White 
Size: 1700 x 700 x 445 mm 
Capacity: 246 Litres

Washstand
FMS10-50-32 basin in Miraklon Modern White 
with counter top in Corian Designer White and 
135 mm upstand with trim; 
Size: 500 x 320 x 110 mm 
Drain: central, with Miraklon drain cover

Alpine flair meets elegant design. The combination of matured timber 
and solid surface materials in a chalet in Gstaad is both rich in contrast and 
harmonious. Room of Life furnished five bathrooms with custom-made 
furniture. When it came to the washstands, the client opted for under-
mounted basins from Hasenkopf’s Miraklon range. The washbasins merge 
together with the Corian panels in the same colour to form a single, seam-
less unit. »The solid surface material is very popular with our customers, 
largely due to its non-porous surface, which is easy to clean«, explains Toni 
Reichenbach. With their solid surface drain covers, the Miraklon bathroom 
elements are stylish. The BWT bathtub was chosen to complement the 
design of the washbasins. The bathtub was manufactured complete with 
storage surfaces and upstand, both as a freestanding version and as a 
version to be built into an alcove. »The support provided by Hasenkopf, 
via a direct contact with a deep technical understanding« made it easier for 
Room of Life to complete the job.

—
RUSTIC & MODERN 
Matured timber 
meets Miraklon.
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»Designing living spaces« – that is the passion of managing 
director Toni Reichenbach and his team at Room of Life AG. 
The joinery is based in Lauenen near Gstaad in Switzerland 
and produces furniture for all areas of the home – from 
kitchens to cupboards, tables, doors, washstands and beds. 
They also manufacture wooden panelling and cladding for 
interior and exterior walls, as well as ceilings. The company 
predominantly works with solid woods, as well as mature 
timber. »Our joinery transforms the energy of hard and soft 
wood into perfectly shaped, attractive and dynamic wood-
work«, says Toni Reichenbach. With 16 employees, Room of 
Life mainly works on projects in the Saanen region of Swit-
zerland. If a solid surface material is needed for a building 
project, the joiners turn to Hasenkopf. The order may include 
bathtubs and washstands.

www.roomoflife.ch

PROFILE 
ROOM OF LIFE AG

— 
The team

Room of Life

BATHROOMS – WOOD & SOLID SURFACE
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PARTNERSHIP TO
COMPLETE PROJECTS
—
 PHOTOS
 © Tischlerei Weiler Möbel 
 © Vision Fotostudio Alex Bayer

BATHROOMS – WITH UNIQUE DESIGNS
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DATA 
BATHROOM PRODUCTS

Washstand (top left)
deep-drawn basin and washstand surface  
in Corian Glacier White

Washstand (bottom right)
FMS5-50-37 basin in Miraklon Edelweiss 
with washstand surface in Corian Glacier White

Freestanding bathtub (centre right)
Curva2 bathtub and cladding  
in Corian Glacier White 
Size: 1600 x 650 x 445 mm 
Capacity: 210 Litres

Together with the »Vollbad« network of partners, Weiler Möbel completes 
around 60 bathroom refurbishments each year. In addition to standard 
solutions from various furniture brands, custom builds from their own 
workshop are often involved. Acrylic-based solid surface materials are 
best-suited to washstands, showers and bathtubs. No other material is 
able to create bathroom products that can be adapted to the spatial 
requirements in such a precise and seamless way. Vollbad project manager 
Roland Walz knows: »There is a solution to (almost) every challenge. The 
success of projects is often owed to partnerships. When it comes to solid 
surface, we put our faith in Hasenkopf – for us, they are the number one 
when it comes to Corian«. The Miraklon FMS5 range of basins is especially 
popular among planners and Weiler Möbel clients. Hasenkopf manufac-
tures Miraklon washbasins from the solid surface material of the same 
name. These basins are distinguished by their concealed outlet. They 
combine with the base cabinets from Weiler to create a harmonious unit.

—
FLOWING LINES
washstand with 
loweredstorage space

BATHROOMS – WITH UNIQUE DESIGNS
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Weiler Möbel is owned by the Prantl and Hagen fami-
lies and has its headquarters in Weiler, Vorarlberg. Weiler 
Möbel’s strengths lie in »listening carefully to the client 
and then bringing the ideas and desires of clients to life«. 
In order to achieve this, the company has been combining 
furniture sales with interior design and joinery for over 45 
years. Besides selling several premium brands, the joinery 
also produces made-to-measure furniture. Under the brand 
»Vollbad«, Weiler works together with partner companies to 
offer the complete planning, refurbishment and furnishing 
of bathrooms. Weiler has been ordering custom-made, solid 
surface material washstands, showers and bathtubs from 
Hasenkopf for over 15 years. The company’s core business 
also includes the planning and conversion of apartments, 
hotels, restaurants and private holiday apartments in Vorarl-
berg and eastern Switzerland. 

www.weilermoebel.at

PROFILE 
WEILER MÖBEL TISCHLEREI GMBH & CO. KG

— 
f.l.t.r.: Roland 

Walz, 
Thomas 
Opava,
Thomas 
Huchler, 
Gerhard

Hafner and 
Michael 

Mathis, all 
Planing and 

Project
Management

BATHROOMS – WITH UNIQUE DESIGNS
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BATHROOMS ARE 
FEEL-GOOD SPACES
—
PHOTOS
© hülsta-werke Hüls GmbH & Co. KG
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PROJECT 
BATHROOM COLLECTION IN 
SERIES PRODUCTION - HÜLSTA

Manufacturer
hülsta-werke Hüls GmbH & Co. KG, Stadtlohn

Sales
international

Products
furniture for the areas of living, sleeping, dining, 
bathroom

Solid surface elements from Hasenkopf
washstands with washbasins

Materials used
Corian in Glacier White, Miraklon in Edelweiss

Awards
German Design Award Winner 2020, category 
»Excellent Product Design - Bath and Wellness«

BECAUSE FEELING GOOD DOESN’T STOP IN THE LIVING ROOM, 
HÜLSTA HAS DESIGNED AN ELEGANT COLLECTION OF BATHROOM 
FURNITURE TO SUIT CONTEMPORARY SPA-INSPIRED BATHROOMS. 
AND THE WASHSTANDS AND BASINS FROM HASENKOPF PLAY A  
LEADING ROLE.

—
MINIMALIST & CLEAN
»Tetrim« guest washstand
with Corian washbasin

—
FROM ONE  MOULD
washbasin with 
concealed outlet for 
a continuous design

With the »Gentis« and »Tetrim« collections, the furniture manufacturer hülsta has expanded 
its range to include bathroom furniture. While »Gentis« is distinguished by fluid, rounded 
lines, »Tetrim« stands for linear, minimalist design. Hasenkopf manufactures the washbasins 
and washstand countertops from acrylic-based solid surface materials to suit the respective 
design. With the various processing techniques of moulding, milling and casting, Hasenkopf 
Industrie Manufaktur is able to realise almost all design concepts. »To our minds, Hasenkopf 
is a partner for successful companies who need exactly what they are missing. In our case, 
that is experience with solid surface materials«, says hülsta product manager Christof Hoff-
jann, explaining the reason behind the collaboration. The minimalist »Tetrim« washstands 
are available in two sizes and can be combined with the base cabinets from hülsta in various 
units. Discreet, flush-mounted drain covers ensure a consistent design. By way of contrast, 
the delicate »Gentis« washbasins feature oval undermounted basins, which Hasenkopf also 
produces exclusively for hülsta. The design of the washbasins, including the fixing solutions 
and special packaging, were all precisely defined during the design and development stage. 
Since then, the washstands have been produced in series by Hasenkopf and ordered »just-in-
time« by hülsta. The key criteria included reliable, short-term delivery with consistent high 
quality and fitting accuracy of the washstands.
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— 
Christof 

Hoffjann, 
Product 

Manager

Alois Hüls opened his joinery in the Westphalian town 
of Stadtlohn over 80 years ago. The name »hülsta« is a 
combination of the family name and the town where the 
company is based. In recent decades, the workshop and 
its ten employees has become one of the most renowned 
German furniture manufacturers. The family company sells 
furnishings for all areas of life under the main brand »hülsta«. 
The high-quality designer furniture can be found in numerous 
furniture stores. With the bathroom collections »Gentis« and 
»Tetrim«, hülsta has recently expanded its range to include 
design-driven, functional bathroom fittings that are »made in 
Germany«. These ranges have led to the company becoming 
the first manufacturer to receive the »Blauer Engel« environ-
mental seal for bathroom furniture. The collections include 
Corian washstands and basins, produced by Hasenkopf 
Industrie Manufaktur.

www.huelsta.com

PROFILE 
HÜLSTA-WERKE HÜLS GMBH & CO. KG
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HOTEL BATHROOM
SEAMLESS & ELEGANT
—
PHOTOS
© Christine Schaum
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»WELL-BEING INCLUDED« IS THE TAGLINE FOR THE HOTEL THALMAIR 
IN MUNICH. THE BATHROOMS FEATURE A SPA-LIKE AMBIENCE IN AN 
URBAN DESIGN – WITH A WASHSTAND MADE FROM WHITE CORIAN 
AND FEATURING SLICK DETAILS.

Prof. Markus Frank and his team’s planning process always begins with »an intense period 
of listening and discussion of individual ideas«. Following the successful expansion of the 
Hotel Thalmair and the renovation of the existing rooms, the logical next step was to also 
commission Frank Architekten to design the new apartments. The 35 m² space provides 
guests with a comfortable living room, together with a kitchenette, a mezzanine bedroom 
and a modern bathroom. The joinery work was completed by Hartmann GmbH and they in 
turn commissioned Hasenkopf to manufacture the washstands from Glacier White Corian. 
With an 18 cm tall upstand, the washbasins look like a monolithic block, standing between 
the large grey tiles and warm timber. Practical details, such as a towel rail, a tissue dispenser 
and a hidden drawer with a Corian front, provide additional functionality. The washbasins 
are connected to the rear panel of the same colour by way of a seamless groove, which is 
particularly easy to clean. »The Hasenkopf product catalogue features over 60 washbasins 
in a range of shapes and sizes. This provided us with the foundation to go on and design 
the washstands in accordance with the hotel’s interior design«, explains Prof. Markus Frank. 
Five bathrooms had already been completed in a similar style by the project partners in the 
main hotel building. »Our collaboration with Hasenkopf paid off«, confirms Alexander 
Hartmann.

PROJECT 
BATHROOM – 
HOTEL THALMAIR

Project location
Munich, Germany

Client
Hotel Thalmair, Munich

Executing company
Hartmann GmbH, Falkenberg-Taufkirchen

Architecture
frank architekten GmbH, Eggenfelden

Materials used 
Corian in Glacier White

Washbasin used 
FP-60-30 from Hasenkopf

—
ELEGANT & FUNCTIONAL
washstand with minimalist basins, 
precut for towel rail & tissue dispenser
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Our partners

BATHROOMS – HOTEL THALMAIR

Traditional craftsmanship stands at the forefront for Alexander 
Hartmann’s family business. The joinery has specialised in 
furniture since 1876. In the beginning, the work included 
complete furnishings for private clients; now the company 
focuses on the high-quality fitting of hotels, restaurants, 
clubs and conference centres. 35 employees work on 
notable projects for clients both in Germany and abroad, in 
the 3,200 m² workshop in Taufkirchen. Past jobs include the 
Burgergrill Hans im Glück, the Erdinger Weißbräu brewery 
and Pro7. »Individual consultancy, quality craftsmanship and 
punctual delivery are important to us«, explains Alexander 
Hartmann, who took over Hartmann GmbH in 2019. »We also 
value these qualities in our supplier Hasenkopf, from whom 
we procure Corian and Hi-Macs washstands and worktops, 
amongst other things«.

www.hartmann-schreinerei.de

— 
The team 

at Hartmann 
joinery

PROFILE 
HARTMANN GMBH
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»As architects and interior designers, we often think from 
the outside in and from the inside out. Our strengths and 
our passion lie in this symbiosis between the architecture 
and interior design«, explains Prof. Markus Frank, owner of 
the firm, which has its headquarters in the Bavarian town of 
Eggenfelden. Since the firm was founded back in 1993, the 
focus has been on designing restaurants, hotels, sales rooms 
and presentation spaces, offices, as well as private homes – 
predominantly in the field of premium interior design. Clients 
include both private and business customers »with design 
awareness and an appreciation of good (interior) architec-
ture.« Prof. Markus Frank and his seven employees have 
been utilising solid surface materials from Hasenkopf in their 
projects for many years now and work together with a number 
of different joiners.

www.frankarchitekten.de

— 
Prof. Dipl.-Ing. MA. 

Markus Frank, Owner

PROFILE 
FRANK ARCHITEKTEN GMBH
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INGENIOUSLY
PRACTICAL WORKTOPS
—
PHOTOS
© Sergio Salvemini MSc
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PROJECT 
KITCHEN – CONCRETE STYLE 
WORKTOPS

Project location
Stanzach, Austria

Client
Tanja & Martin Kathrein

Executing company
RENT A TISCHLER, Vils

Visualisation
KTS Innovations GmbH, Stanzach

Materials used 
Corian in Neutral Concrete

WITH A LOVE OF DETAIL, AN EYE FOR MODERN DESIGN AND 
HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS, RENT A TISCHLER CREATES PERSONA-
LISED DREAM KITCHENS. BY UTILISING READY-TO-INSTALL 
WORKTOPS FROM HASENKOPF, THE ONE-MAN JOINERY IS ABLE 
TO COMPLETE PROJECTS QUICKLY.

—
SEAMLESS TRANSITION
between the worktop
and kitchen sink

»We wanted a kitchen full of technical refinements, timeless decor and easy-care surfaces«, 
explain Tanja and Martin Kathrein. As the owners of KTS Innovations GmbH, they planned 
their own kitchen renovation and worked together with Thomas Renn, owner of RENT A 
TISCHLER, to bring it to life. The 95 mm thick kitchen island worktop features a concrete 
effect, to contrast with the black steel cabinet doors. In order to meet the requirements of 
easy-care materials and colour palette, Thomas Renn recommended a solid surface material 
worktop. The non-porous surface is easy to clean and does not absorb any odours. With 
a colour palette featuring over 100 colours, there is something to suit every taste. In this 
case, the couple opted for Corian in Neutral Concrete. Hasenkopf supplied the worktop with 
upstand in one single piece – seamless, sanded down and polished. This meant that Thomas 
Renn was able to focus solely on building the cabinets and thus saved time on the assembly. 
In addition to two flush hobs and a seamless undermount Corian sink, the 3.5 m long and 
1.3 m wide worktop provides plenty of space to prepare food. The side Corian worktop can 
also be used as a bar.
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Our partners

KITCHEN – CONCRETE STYLE WORKTOPS

When it comes to »RENT A TISCHLER«, the clue is in the 
name: it stands for owner Renn Thomas and his one-man 
joinery, based in the small town of Vils in the Tyrol. He works 
for private clients in the western Tyrol and the adjacent Allgäu 
region. »As I work alone, clients like being able to help with 
the assembly. The value of a special joiner-made kitchen 
becomes even greater as a result«, explains Thomas Renn. 
His passion lies in planning and building kitchens. »As a one-
man-business, it is not possible to be perfect in all areas. That 
is why I am really thrilled to have found a reliable partner and 
specialist supplier of high-quality kitchen worktops in Hasen-
kopf«.

www.rentatischler.at

PROFILE 
RENT A TISCHLER

— 
Thomas Renn,

Owner
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KTS Innovations GmbH, with its headquarters in Stanzach in 
Tyrol, has been specialising in three-dimensional planning 
and the photo-realistic visualisation of spaces and buildings 
since 2016. The two owners and directors Tanja and Martin 
Kathrein use virtual reality to bring the interiors of houses, 
hotel rooms and restaurants, as well as office and industrial 
buildings, to life before they are even built. One of their 
specialisms is planning and visualising kitchens. As such, it 
was obvious to Tanja and Martin Kathrein to plan their kitchen 
themselves, right down to the smallest detail, and to accom-
pany its fitting as planners. With Thomas Renn, they found 
a joiner to take care of the customised manufacturing and 
fitting of the kitchen.

www.kts-innovations.com

PROFILE 
KTS INNOVATIONS GMBH

— 
Tanja and Martin Kathrein, 

Owners and 
Managing Directors
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HIGH-QUALITY STAIRS
FULL OF FUNCTIONALITY
—
PHOTOS
© Wiehl GmbH & Co. KG

Whether straight, curved or spiral staircases, made of wood or steel, with 
or without a banister – Wiehl creates stairs in a huge range of designs and 
styles. Corian is part of the standard range, as an alternative to wood or 
natural stone flooring. The acrylic-based solid surface material impresses 
with its stability, durability and wide range of colours, which »provide an 
impressive alternative to painted stairs or natural stone«. The homogene-
ously coloured material makes it possible to create seamless transitions 
between steps and risers. Signs of use can be simply polished out years 
later if required. As such, the original beauty of the stairs can be retained 
over the long term. Thanks to the non-porous surface, Corian is both 
water- and dirt-resistant and, as such, easy to clean. The Corian stairs are 
produced on commission by Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur. Each stair 
is manufactured millimetre-perfect – with all the necessary bevels, front 
edges and notches.

STAIRS SOLID SURFACE MATERIAL
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— 
Jörg 

Wiehl,
Managing 

Director

Around 2,200 stairs leave the Wiehl GmbH & Co. KG factory 
in Bingen, Baden-Württemberg, each year. Clients include 
prefab housing manufacturers, property developers, architec-
ture firms, joineries and carpenters, as well as private clients 
from South Germany. Since the company was founded 
around 70 years ago, Wiehl has developed from a joinery 
into a leading manufacturer of modular staircases. The family 
company has 50 employees and, with Jörg Wiehl, is currently 
in its third generation of managing directors. Customer satis-
faction is the priority for the staircase specialist. »Thanks to 
our excellent depth of manufacturing and the use of the latest 
technology, clients can expect expert support and precise 
implementation of their made-to-measure staircases«.

www.wiehl-treppen.de

PROFILE 
WIEHL GMBH & CO. KG

STAIRS SOLID SURFACE MATERIAL



WELCOMING 
ILLUMINATIONS
—
PHOTOS
© Sandro Tresch Photography 
© Mengelt & Gisler
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PROJECT 
COUNTER – WELCOMING  
ILLUMINATIONS

Project location
Schwyz, Switzerland

Client
Augenarzt Wyrsch AG, Schwyz

Executing company
Mengelt & Gisler AG, Flüelen, in cooperation with 
Wyrsch Massiv GmbH, Attinghausen

Architecture
Meier-Zosso Planungs AG, Schwerzenbach

Materials used 
Corian in Glacier Ice

DR. WYRSCH’S PRACTICE IS ALL ABOUT VISUALS. EACH DAY, THE 
OPHTHALMOLOGIST HELPS HIS PATIENTS TO SEE BETTER. FOL-
LOWING A REFURBISHMENT, THE PRACTICE’S TREATMENT ROOMS 
AND RECEPTION AREA WERE GIVEN A NEW, FRESH AND WELCO-
MING APPEARANCE.

—
THE FLORAL ORNAMENTS
on the front of the counter  
were produced by Hasenkopf 
using 5-axis CNC machines.

—
AESTHETIC & FUNCTIONAL:
The reception furniture meets all
the criteria for a doctor's surgery.

With its bright white reception counter, designed by Meier-Zosso Planungs AG, the Wyrsch 
ophthalmologist practice has a bright new look. The surface of the solid surface material 
Corian features delicate boughs shapes whose effect is further enhanced by the lighting. 
»The challenge was definitely in backlighting the Corian, or rather in creating the correct 
distance between the lighting and the Corian front«, explains Urs Gisler, managing director 
of the implementing company, Mengelt & Gisler. »The ornamental floral milling represented 
a further difficulty«. Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur was sub-contracted to produce the 
Corian elements. The solid surface material manufacturer has a modern machine park 
with 3- and 5-axis CNC processing centres. With the milling technique known as Frescata, 
Hasenkopf provides a collection of 30 different surface structures, and also creates custom 
designs drawn up by creative clients. The milled bough shapes are in part just 1.5 mm wide 
and required multiple mills to achieve the desired 3 mm depth. The bright Corian element 
stands in contrast to the timber base. Thanks to the close co-operation between the project 
partners in the planning stage, it was possible to achieve the perfect interplay between the 
Corian front, the wooden base and the sub-structure. »When you consider the complexity of 
the job, we are pleased that we put our faith in Hasenkopf. Our client is thrilled with the end 
result«, confirms Urs Gisler.

branch milled approx. 3-4 mm deep 

start of rounding 907.6 
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Our partners

COUNTER – WELCOMING ILLUMINATIONS

— 
Urs Gisler,  

Managing Director & 
Owner

Mengelt & Gisler AG is a problem solver for its clients in 
Central Switzerland, including the regions of Zug, Zurich 
and Tessin, as well as abroad. The joinery is based in Flüelen 
in the Uri canton and has been realising customer requests 
since 1983. For director and owner Urs Gisler and his 15 
employees, the focus moved away from just using timber a 
long time ago. »As joiners, we are now more like all-rounders. 
We plan, build and fit«, explains Urs Gisler. Holistic solutions 
for reception areas, interior design, kitchens and bathrooms 
are now created in the 1,400 m² production space. When it 
comes to complex Corian components, Mengelt & Gisler puts 
its trust in the experience of Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur. 
The new reception desk for the Dr. Wyrsch ophthalmologist 
practice was implemented as part of a collaboration.

www.kreativmitholz.ch

PROFILE 
MENGELT & GISLER AG
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— 
Romeo Corbanese,

Executive

PROFILE 
MEIER-ZOSSO PLANUNGS AG

Meier-Zosso Planungs AG in Schwerzenbach specialises in 
practice planning, interior design and site management. 
Clients include doctors, hospitals, care homes, insurance 
companies and offices in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
The architecture firm has 21 employees and has been an 
independent company of the furniture maker of the same 
name since 2007. Ideas for functional and contemporary 
rooms are drawn up in the 500 m² office. The Wyrsch ophthal-
mologist practice has been given a brand-new appearance. 
The architects chose solid surface material for the reception 
desk – a tried and tested material ideal for areas of high 
activity in the healthcare sector. Executive Romeo Corbanese 
defines the challenges as follows: »Planning a practice is a 
complex task and is different every time. Thus, we always 
combine the organisational, design and technical require-
ments, whilst also taking budget into account«.

www.meierzosso.ch



SHOPFITTING
WITH HISTORY 
—
 PHOTOS
 © Stefan Zauner Photography
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—
EIGHT DIFFERENT
stations provide information about the 
history of weapons and fortress building.

THE VAULT IN THE  
FORMER ARMOURY

has been painstakingly restored.
—
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PROJECT 
SHOPFITTING – MUSEUM 
FORTRESS HOHENSALZBURG

Project location
Salzburg, Austria

Client
Salzburger Burgen und Schlösser 
Betriebsführung, Salzburg

Executing company
Modl Ges.m.b.H., Neumarkt am Wallersee

Interior design
MOA Martin Oberascher & Partner Architekten ZT 
GmbH, Salzburg; 
EIDOS Architektur ZT GmbH, Wien

Materials used 
Corian in Deep Nocturne and Glacier White

The »Zeughaus« (armoury) was built in 1559 and owes its’ name to the German word »Zeug« 
meaning trinkets or stuff that used to be stored within: guns, armour and weapons. A new 
museum opened following an extensive renovation of the vault. Eight stations with interac-
tive models provide visitors with information about various topics, such as fortress-building 
and the history of weapons. »The furniture matches the architectural tone of the vaulted 
hall and matches the existing décor, both in terms of colour and shape«, explains architect 
Clemens Standl, from EIDOS, who was responsible for the exhibition architecture. The same 
applies to the shelves on the walls and the islands in the adjacent shop, whose design was 
created by the team from MOA Architekten. Furniture maker Modl was responsible for the 
interior fittings for the entire exhibition and shop. The greatest challenge probably lay in 
delivering the finished furniture. Bernhard Karrer, project manager at Modl, explains: »It 
was the first time in our company history that we had to transport the furniture to the site by 
helicopter«. This peculiarity had to be taken into account during the design phase and repre-
sented a real challenge due to the organic shape and size of the elements. The shop furniture 
is clad with Corian Glacier White and Deep Nocturne. Specialist supplier Hasenkopf 
adapted the Corian shell to the base cabinets provided by Modl. Christian Santer, managing 
director at Modl, praised the »seamless co-operation with Hasenkopf in all areas. All of the 
employees are highly motivated, know what they are doing and focus on solutions«.

THE WORLD-FAMOUS HOHENSALZBURG FORTRESS SITS HIGH 
ABOVE THE ROOFTOPS OF SALZBURG. BACK IN THE 16TH CENTU-
RY, IT WAS HOME TO GUNS, ARMOUR AND WEAPONS; NOW A 
MUSEUM DESCRIBES THE IMPRESSIVE HISTORY OF BYGONE ERAS.

—
THE ARMOURY
was once home to guns, 
armour and weapons.

SHOPFITTING – MUSEUM FORTRESS HOHENSALZBURG
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PROFILE 
MODL GES.M.B.H.

»If people feel totally comfortable in our rooms, then we have 
achieved our goal«, says Christian Santner, managing director 
at Möbelmanufaktur Modl. The joinery, with its headquar-
ters in Neumarkt am Wallersee, was founded in 1985 and 
has been growing ever since. 50 highly motivated emplo-
yees work on the 3,200 m² production area and 1,100 m² 
warehouse to produce contract furnishings and custom furni-
ture for all sectors. The production of high-quality furniture for 
private customers, including three-dimensional planning, is 
another core part of business. Regarding the partnership with 
Hasenkopf, Modl treasured the personal contact with tech-
nical consultant Markus Kinast. He was quick to respond to 
questions and problems and provided a number of valuable 
tips. When it came to fitting the interior of the armoury at 
Hohensalzburg Fortress, Modl and Hasenkopf demonstrated 
how outstanding project successes can be achieved through 
genuine partnerships.

www.modl.at

— 
f.l.t. r.: Markus Kinast, 
Technical Consultant 

at Hasenkopf;
Christian Santner,  

Managing Director,
and Bernhard Karrer, 

Project Manager at 
Modl

Our partners
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Our partners

SHOPFITTING – MUSEUM FORTRESS HOHENSALZBURG

PROFILE 
MOA ARCHITEKTEN ZT GMBH

The scope of the civil engineering company owned by Martin 
Oberascher, Günther Weber and Alexander Matl spans 
from the development of investigative design strategies 
and experimental implementation methods, to technical 
and theoretical research. The Salzburg-based office has 
been designing architectural concepts for offices, museums, 
event spaces and residential buildings in Austria and Italy 
since 2010. MOA has been awarded numerous prizes and 
distinctions for its work and has featured in international 
publications and exhibitions. The civil engineering company 
had carried out numerous project studies in various different 
rooms at Hohensalzburg Fortress between 2012 and 2017, 
before work began on redesigning the old armoury in 2018. 
MOA was responsible for the architecture and shop design.

www.moa-architecture.eu

— 
The team 

MOA-Architekten
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— 
The team

EIDOS-Architekten

EIDOS Architektur ZT GmbH has been working on projects in 
the field of monument conservation since 2013. This includes 
both researching historic monuments and planning and assis-
ting refurbishment and restoration projects. The company 
also specialises in designing and planning exhibitions. When 
it came to Hohensalzburg Fortress, the architects, restorers 
and art historians at EIDOS were really able to prove their 
knowledge. They accompanied the restoration of the old 
armoury as project managers and drew up the plans for the 
exhibition furnishings. »From drawing up a museum concept 
to designing the exhibition furniture, EIDOS tries to develop 
the perfect solution in terms of content, aesthetics and the 
monument itself«, emphasises managing director and engi-
neer Clemens Standl. Six members of staff work at the two 
offices in Vienna and Salzburg.

www.eidos.or.at

PROFILE 
EIDOS ARCHITEKTUR ZT GMBH
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STRUCTURED
WALL CLADDING
—
PHOTOS
© Stefan Zürrer Fotografie
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PROJECT 
WALL CLADDING – 
SCHWYZER KANTONALBANK

Project location
Pfäffikon SZ, Switzerland

Client
Schwyzer Kantonalbank, Schwyz

Executing company
CREATOP AG, Uznach

Architects
marty architektur ag, Schwyz

Materials used 
Corian in Glacier White

Frescata structure used 
FA-L013 from Hasenkopf

HOW DO BANKS KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES? AROUND-THE-CLOCK 
SERVICE, CUSTOMER-ACCESSIBLE CASH MACHINES AND A MO-
DERN OUTWARD-LOOKING APPEARANCE. THE SCHWYZER KANTO-
NALBANK HAS A NEW CONCEPT. HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS, LIGHT 
EFFECTS AND SURFACE REFINEMENTS LEND THE BRANCH OF THE 
BANK A CONTEMPORARY LOOK.

—
FRESCATA SURFACE
The FA-L013 Frescata surface spans 
across the wall without any joints.

The Schwyzer Kantonalbank has opened a new self-service branch in the Seedamm Shop-
ping Centre. Based upon plans by architect Ivan Marty, the bank has a prominent look with a 
white, structured wall cladding and can be seen from far and wide as a result. The CREATOP 
company was responsible for the development and looked to Hasenkopf Industrie Manu-
faktur to produce the relief panels. The almost nine-metre-long wall cladding is made of 
Corian in Glacier White and has been enhanced with the FA-L013 Frescata surface structure 
from Hasenkopf. Thanks to the latest CAD-CAM-CNC technology, the structures can be 
manufactured with unlimited repeat lengths and can, therefore, be produced for large-scale 
wall claddings. Special attention is paid to ensure the elements fit perfectly, to ensure seam-
less bonding. The designs for the SZKB bank prescribed that the backlit 3D relief panels 
would float in front of a satin-brown Alucobond cladding. Hasenkopf ’s many years of 
experience meant that the company was well-placed to contribute to the development of a 
concealed fixing solution. The close co-operation between the project partners also made 
it possible to overcome a further challenge: »The short-term nature of the project and the 
difficulty of working in an open shopping centre meant that we were instructed to provide a 
fast delivery and assembly« explains Ivan Marty. »Hasenkopf made the impossible possible 
thanks to their extremely swift production times« adds Alex Brändle, managing director of 
CREATOP AG.
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Our partners

WALL CLADDING – SCHWYZER KANTONALBANK

CREATOP AG sees »integral interior design« as combining 
premium interior fittings with functional door systems to 
create an overall performance. CREATOP is not just known 
for high-quality interior joinery between Zurich and Chur, the 
company has also made a name for itself as a provider of 
functional doors. Managing director Alex Brändle confirms: 
»Safety, fire protection and soundproofing are our daily 
challenges«. There are 30 employees split between the head-
quarters in Uznach and a branch office in Zurich. They use 
their »great flair for aesthetics and grasp of what is feasible« 
to make sure every project is a success. »CREATOP has been 
standing for CREAtiv and TOP for 25 years«, explains Alex 
Brändle, »we use the best material and processing techniques 
to guarantee the highest quality standards«.

www.creatop.ch

PROFILE 
CREATOP AG

— 
Alex Brändle, 

Managing Director 
and Raphael Cotting, 

Project Manager 
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As far as Ivan Marty is concerned, architecture is always a 
holistic look of spaces, requirements and locations – and a 
passion. »We design rooms and places, not just buildings. We 
are always looking to the left and right, behind us and as far 
forward as we can. This gives us a comprehensive overview«, 
explains the owner and managing director, Ivan Marty. He has 
been working with his interdisciplinary team to design, plan 
and create wide-ranging architectural projects since 1998 
– from new builds to renovations and refurbishments. Authen-
ticity and sustainability play a key role in his work. marty 
architektur ag currently has 25 employees and 2 trainees at its 
offices in Schwyz and Altendorf. They have been working with 
Hasenkopf since 2010. Further joint projects have followed 
since the Sparkasse Schwyz renovation. Surfaces enhanced 
with Frescata are often used.

www.marty-architektur.ch

PROFILE 
MARTY ARCHITEKTUR AG

— 
Ivan Marty,
Owner and

Managing Director



THE WIND IS 
THE ENGINE
—
PHOTOS
© HanseYachts AG
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THE SAILING BOAT USED TO BE AN IMPORTANT MODE OF TRANS-
PORT. NOWADAYS SAILING IS A SPECIAL KIND OF WATERSPORT – IT 
IS THE WIND THAT POWERS THE BOAT AND DETERMINES ITS 
COURSE. WHEN IT COMES TO HANSEYACHTS – A MANUFACTURER 
OF LUXURY YACHTS – CORIAN ELEMENTS BY HASENKOPF ARE ALL 
THE RAGE.

From a sports sailing yacht to a luxury catamaran with 300 m² of living space, all fans of 
sailing are sure to find a suitable boat at HanseYachts. In order to ensure that comfort levels 
remain high during long journeys at sea, each HanseYacht is fitted with a modern pantry 
kitchen and a separate wet room. The yacht manufacturer has been working together with 
Hasenkopf for over 15 years for this purpose. HanseYacht’s sales director, Dr. Jens Gerhardt, 
explains: »Three things are indispensable for us when it comes to choosing our suppliers: 
high quality, reliable delivery with consistent products and a comprehensive service for our 
clients after they have made their purchase. Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur meets all of 
these criteria«. The Upper Bavarian manufacturer supplies over 300 different items to the 
shipyard, including a wide range of worktops, wall panels, strip sets, covers, counters and 
drinks holders for the pantry kitchens. Corian is also used in the bathroom area, for example 
in washstands and shower trays. It doesn’t matter whether the weekly order is for 1, 10 or 20 
units of a certain item, Hasenkopf always shows great flexibility in its response. As an indus-
trial manufacturer, Hasenkopf combines the benefits of handcrafted quality with industrial 
series production.

PROJECT 
SHIPBUILDING –  
EXCLUSIVE SAILING YACHTS

Manufacturer
HanseYachts AG, Greifswald

Sales
international, over 100 countries

Products
sailing boats and yachts

Solid surface elements from Hasenkopf
worktops, shelves, drink holders, washstands, 
shower trays and more

Materials used
Corian in Deep Black Quartz and Vanilla, etc.

—
THE PANTRY KITCHENS
are fitted with a
Corian worktop.

SHIPBUIILDING – EXCLUSIVE SAILING YACHTS
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— 
Dr. Jens Gerhardt,

Sales Director

HanseYachts AG produces luxurious sailing boats and yachts 
in Greifswald, right by the Baltic Sea. The yachts are exported 
to over 100 countries under the brand names Hanse, Dehler, 
Moody, Privilège, Fjord and Sealine. Each yacht is unique 
and kitted out in line with the personal wishes of the buyer. 
Over 1,500 employees combine genuine craftsmanship with 
an ultra-modern machine park to produce all of the GRP 
and wooden components – from the hull to the deck to the 
interior. HanseYachts has brought the processor Hasenkopf 
on board to produce the solid surface material worktops, 
washstands and shower trays. Furthermore, 25 engineers and 
technicians from HanseYachts’ development department work 
continuously on making the systems and equipment safer and 
more efficient in order to fulfil the high demands placed on 
design, performance, seaworthiness and ease of use.

www.hanseyachtsag.com

PROFILE 
HANSEYACHTS AG
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HOUSE 
ON WHEELS 
—
PHOTOS
© MORELO Reisemobile GmbH
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PROJECT 
CARAVAN – HOUSE ON WHEELS

Manufacturer
MORELO Reisemobile GmbH, Schlüsselfeld

Sales
mainly in Germany, Norway, Sweden, France,   
and the rest of Europe

Products
luxury motorhomes

Solid surface material from Hasenkopf
worktops and sinks

Materials used
GetaCore in Frosted Dark and Miracle Vanilla

DISCOVER THE WORLD, WAKE UP IN A DIFFERENT LOCATION EACH 
DAY AND STILL FEEL AT HOME – NOT POSSIBLE, RIGHT? IT IS. WITH 
A MORELO MOTORHOME, YOU CAN BE AT HOME ANYWHERE IN 
THE WORLD – WITH ALL THE HOME COMFORTS. A HASENKOPF 
KITCHEN IS ALWAYS FOUND ON BOARD.

—
THE LUXURY MOTORHOMES
from MORELO have been travelling 
along the roads of Europe since 2010.

—
KITCHEN WORKTOPS
made of the solid surface material GetaCore 
turn cooking into a true experience.

A »MORELO« is not just any motorhome. The first-class liner means travelling in an exclu-
sive ambience. From the cockpit, to the living area, to the rear hold – almost any dream 
can be made a reality. The kitchen is both full of treats and style. A three-flame gas hob, 
a fridge and a double sink come as standard. The motorhome can also be fitted with an 
oven, coffee machine or dishwasher. When looking for a high-quality, functional material 
for the kitchen worktops, which also ticked the boxes in terms of design and weight, the 
MORELO developers discovered solid surface materials. They opted for GetaCore Frosted 
Dark and GetaCore Miracle Vanilla. With Hasenkopf, they found a partner who specialises 
in the processing of all acrylic-based solid surface materials. “The flexibility and reliability 
of our suppliers is imperative for us. Even when it comes to standard products, the kitchen 
worktops are required on a commission basis and just-in-time«, emphasise the managing 
directors at MORELO. The 1.37-metre-long and 0.96-metre-deep worktops are fitted with 
two seamlessly mounted basins; a custom design that has been specially developed for the 
motorhomes. Two removable sink covers with a milled cut-out handle increase the amount 
of worktop available.
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— 
The 

entire 
MORELO 

team

In just ten years, MORELO has established itself as a 
successful manufacturer of motorhomes in the luxury sector. 
For the two managing directors Reinhard Löhner und 
Robert Crispens, this success story dates back to 2010 and 
a prototype at the 2010 Caravan Salon trade fair. MORELO 
Reisemobile GmbH has now sold over 2,000 luxury liners, 
employs 330 staff and boasts premises spanning some 
122,000 m² in the Bavarian town of Schlüsselfeld. The current 
product range includes the models Home, Loft, Palace, 
Palace Liner, Empire and Empire liner and with it, models 
in the price segment ranging from approx. €155,000 to 
€550,000. If you ask Morelo who their target audience is, they 
say »customers who want to travel and be on the road whilst 
also being at home«. The »house on wheels« comes with a 
sleeping cabin for two people, a bathroom, a kitchen and 
living area and with an optional rear hold.

www.morelo-reisemobile.de

PROFILE 
MORELO REISEMOBILE GMBH

CARAVAN – HOUSE ON WHEELS
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TRENDS & INSPIRATION

Colour me bold Be linear

Stone without joints

Admittedly, it often takes a bit 
of courage to use bold colours 
in interior design. Both striking 
and dark colours are currently in 
vogue. Inspired by the beauty 
of nature, the colours »Verdant« 
and »Laguna« have been added 
to the Corian colour palette. The 
lush green of »Verdant« radiates 
the natural feel of a forest. Mean-
while, the dark blue »Laguna« is 
reminiscent of the deep ocean. It 
is both classic and elegant. Both 
colours create stylish accents in a 
room and can be combined with 
other bold colours to brilliant ef-
fect.

The two new Corian colours 
»Silver Linear« and »Sepia Li-
near« create dynamic design 
with clear structures. Parallel 
lines in various thicknesses 
cut through the matt-white 
surface. While »Silver Linear« 
is distinguished by its grey 
shades of varying intensity, 
in the case of »Sepia Linear« 
it is beige and brown tones 
that feature. The translucent 
material can be used to crea-
te fantastic light effects when 
backlit with LEDs. As such, the 
colours are ideal for decorati-
ve purposes, such as room di-
viders, wall cladding or coun-
ter tops.

Stone is making a comeback in 
both interior design and furni-
ture design. Acrylic-based solid 
surface materials can be used as 
an alternative to natural stone. 
The durable material impresses 
in a range of different marble 
effects in natural colours. Un-
like with natural stone, the work 
surfaces and upstands can be 
fitted together without joints 
in the case of Corian worktops. 
Flush solid surface material 
sinks are also seamlessly integ-
rated. The non-porous material 
doesn’t need sealing and is also 
easy to clean.

TRENDS & INSPIRATION SOLID SURFACE MATERIAL

Colour: Corian Carbon Aggregate
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Sustainability in a hotel

Light effects with a message

Talk of »sustainability« is becoming more and more 
common in our society. Whether in fashion, for vehic-
les or furniture – the focus is on the longevity and abili-
ty to recycle the products. More and more importance 
is also being placed on sustainable solutions in the 
hotel industry. This also applies to the interiors, which 
are subject to heavy wear and tear over the years. 
Bathrooms and furniture made of acrylic-based solid 
surface materials are extremely long-lasting, not least 
due to the ability to repair them. Even after years of 
intensive use, the homogeneously coloured material 
can be enhanced without affecting the quality. This 
further increases the lifespan of the products – even 
in heavily frequented spaces like the hotel lobby or 
bathroom. When cared for and maintained regularly, 
solid surface material surfaces shine like new after de-
cades of use. Hasenkopf Industrie Manufaktur offers 
a collection of washbasins, shower trays and bathtubs 
made of Corian, Hi-Macs, Miraklon etc. for hotel ba-
throoms. All bathroom elements can be individually 
adapted to suit the space. 

The reception area is like a company’s business card. It 
sends visitors a message. Light effects can be used to 
create impressive results for interiors and shops. The 
»Frescata« surface technique, which has been deve-
loped by Hasenkopf, can be used to further enhance 
impressive counters, furniture and wall cladding. Sim-
ple wave patterns, artistic ornaments, logos and lette-
ring or even photograph-like pictures can all be milled 
into the solid surface material using the latest CNC 
technology. The rear side of the material is reduced 
by several layers. The milling depth is decisive for the 
effect, to create matt, light and dark contrasts. In order 
to ensure that the visual elements only appear when 
backlit, the front retains its homogeneous, seamless 
surface. This process is ideal for logos. In the case of 
lettering, one single layer of milling is normally suffici-
ent. Through the use of the finest gradations in the 
milling depth it is possible to create visuals that are 
rich in contrast and as realistic as photographs.

TRENDS & INSPIRATION SOLID SURFACE MATERIAL
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YOUR PROJECT TEAM 
FOR DRAWERS &
SOLID SURFACE MATERIALS

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU – HASENKOPF INDUSTRIE MANUFAKTUR WWW.HASENKOPF.DE



»BI  CUBE« FACADE 
650 M² CORIAN 
—
PHOTOS
© Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG
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With the »BI CUBE«, the pharmaceutical company Boehringer Ingelheim has created 
a »centre for agile methods of work«. The employees enjoy a creative, modular working 
environment spanning 700 m² in order to solve problems and develop new strategies. The 
sustainably built »BI CUBE« is as innovative as the working methods. »The materials and 
shapes used for the building meant that it was necessary to find a material for the facade that 
could be shaped as required«, highlights architect Lars Geis from Hirschmuellerschmidt 
Architektur. »With its thermal formability, Corian was the perfect solution here«. 650 m² 
of the high-tech material in Glacier White was processed by Hasenkopf to produce curved 
and flat panels, which were then mounted by Popiolek. Both companies are experts in their 
own fields. Popiolek has over 70 years’ experience as a facade installation specialist. Since 
Hasenkopf manufactured the first Corian facade for a building in Germany, the solid surface 
material processor has been involved in several other facade projects. Thanks to the close 
co-operation between the project partners, it took less than eight weeks to manufacture and 
install the around 350 facade elements. The production and assembly work both had to be 
precise down to the millimetre to achieve a precise panel alignment. The thin joints between 
the solid surface material elements underline the elegance of the building, while the rounded 
and diagonal surfaces of the curtain wall and the six-metre-wide overhanging awnings high-
light its dynamism. 65 m² of Deep Nocturne Corian was processed for the around 10 cm 
wide shadow joints on the corners of the building.

PROJECT 
FACADE – »BI CUBE«

Project location
Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany

Client
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG, 
Ingelheim am Rhein

Executing company
Popiolek Fassaden GmbH,  
Bad Homburg vor der Höhe

Architects
Hirschmuellerschmidt Architektur GmbH, 
Darmstadt

Materials used 
Corian in Glacier White and Deep Nocturne

FACADES CAN BE USED TO EXPRESS BOTH THE TYPE AND THE 
CHARACTER OF A BUILDING. 650 M² OF RADIANT WHITE CORIAN 
ENVELOP THE »BI CUBE«. A CLEAN DESIGN, LARGE WINDOWS AND 
FIRST-CLASS TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION ALL DEFINE THE BUIL-
DING. INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE AND MODERN – JUST A FEW OF THE 
MANY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE »BI CUBE«. 

FACADE – »BI CUBE«

—
MILLIMETRE WORK:

The even joint pattern 
highlights the elegance 

of the Corian facade.
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Our partners

FACADE – »BI CUBE«

The company Popiolek has been focused on facades – or, 
more specifically, rear-ventilated facades – for over 60 years. 
The specialist company has been a pioneer in facade techno-
logy from the beginning, and was a founding member of the 
federal specialist department for facade construction in the 
main association of the German construction industry since 
the beginning of the 1970s. The takeover by Willy A. Löw AG 
in 2005 has ensured that both private and business customers 
in the Rhine-Main region can continue to rely on the profes-
sional service in the future. From uninsulated buildings to 
passive houses, all of the required energy standards are met. 
In order to achieve this, Popiolek Fassaden GmbH works with 
materials including fibre cement, Trespa panels, aluminium, 
glass, timber, photovoltaics and solar thermal panels. For the 
»BI CUBE« in Ingelheim, Corian was added to the range as 
another innovative facade material.

www.popiolek-fassaden.net

— 
f.l.t.r.: Martin Bendrick, 

Executive,
Stefan Buchwald,   

Carpenter and Site 
Supervisor

and Rainer Popiolek, 
Site Supervisor

PROFILE 
POPIOLEK FASSADEN GMBH
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— 
Lars Geis, 

Project Manager 
& Partner

Hirschmuellerschmidt Architektur GmbH was founded in 1995 
by Andreas Hirschmüller and Gerrit Schmidt. Its headquarters 
are in Darmstadt. 25 employees develop forward-looking 
building projects for clients from the pharmaceutical and 
chemical industries, the housing sector, research and educa-
tion, as well as commercial and public-sector clients. These 
projects include laboratories, production buildings, offices 
and apartment blocks. A new specialism lies in sustainable 
building projects using timber and hybrid methods. The 
architects chose a timber frame for the »BI CUBE« too. 
This frame was then clad with a white Corian curtain wall. 
Hirschmuellerschmidt sought the help of Hasenkopf Industrie 
Manufaktur during the planning stages, to incorporate both 
design and technical requirements into the planning.

www.hirschmuellerschmidt.de

PROFILE 
HIRSCHMUELLERSCHMIDT ARCHITEKTUR GMBH





A FOCUS 
ON HEALTH 
—
PHOTOS
© Metallwarenfabrik Walter H. Becker GmbH
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FRESH COLOURS, HYGIENIC SURFACES, STABLE CONSTRUCTION 
AND HIGH-QUALITY PROCESSING: THE FUNCTIONAL FURNITURE 
FOR THE HEALTHCARE DIVISION AT THE BECKER COMPANY IS A 
CLEAN AFFAIR.

»All clinics are different, have their own work processes and place special demands on the 
fittings«, explains Dr. Helen Becker, managing director at the metal plant BECKER. But 
there is one requirement that always applies to the healthcare sector: hygiene is the top prio-
rity. That is why BECKER provides durable steel furniture with easy-clean surfaces. Solid 
surface materials like Corian are also regularly used in the medical sector as a result of their 
outstanding material properties. The acrylic-based material offers diverse design options for 
worktops – all without joints. Seamless wall connections with an easy-clean groove prevent 
dirt and make cleaning easier. Hygienic sinks and baby baths can be seamlessly fitted into the 
worktop. The non-porous surface is also impenetrable to liquids and chemicals. BECKER 
sources all of its semi-finished solid surface material components from Hasenkopf Industrie 
Manufaktur. »The short transport routes, the uncompromising quality and personal point of 
contact at Hasenkopf« are all vital for the collaboration.

PROJECT 
HEALTHCARE – 
HYGIENIC WORKTOPS

Project location 
international

Client 
clinics, dentists, all kind of practices,  
laboratories and more

Executing company
Metallwarenfabrik Walter H. Becker GmbH, 
Triftern

Materials used 
Corian

—
EASY-CARE  
& HYGIENIC
seamlessly processed
worktops and washbasins

HEALTHCARE – HYGIENIC WORKTOPS
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— 
The company head-

quarters in the 
Lower Bavarian 
town of Triftern

»Hygiene and longevity ensured by quality«: this is the secret 
to the success of the metal plant Walter H. Becker GmbH. The 
owner-run company has been specialising in the production 
of steel furniture for medical technology, clinics and hospitals 
for over four decades now. The system furniture is designed 
in the in-house development department and manufactured 
to meet the most stringent hygiene requirements and to be 
robust enough to withstand everyday life in a clinic. In order 
to achieve this, BECKER works with high-quality processed 
materials like stainless steel, CNS, glass, HPL and solid 
surface materials. The metal goods manufacturer supplies 
clinics in Germany, Austria and Switzerland and beyond from 
its headquarters in the Lower Bavarian town of Triftern. The 
family company was founded in 1946 by its namesake Walter 
H. Becker and is now being managed by the third generation 
of the same family, with engineer Hans Werner and Dr. Helen 
Becker at the helm.

www.becker-triftern.de

86

PROFILE 
METALLWARENFABRIK WALTER H. BECKER GMBH

HEALTHCARE – HYGIENIC WORKTOPS
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HASENKOPF INDUSTRIE MANUFAKTUR
YOUR STRONG PARTNER BEHIND THE SCENES

We offer entirely new possibilities for creative design for planners, architects and designers – with innovative materials and 
the latest technologies. Trade, industry and retail can put their trust in us as efficient specialist suppliers. We remain 
completely hidden from your customers. The success belongs to you – our clients and partners.

retail, 
industry 
& trade

planners, 
architects 
& designers

Hasenkopf

clients 
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